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Factor 75 IO52B Indoor-Outdoor 200 Watt Speakers 

Specifications

MODEL NAME: IO52B
SPEAKER TYPE: Outdoor, Indoor
RECOMMENDED USES FOR PRODUCT: Indoor, Outdoor
MOUNTING TYPE: Inside Mount, Outside Mount
SPEAKERS PACKAGE TYPE OF PRODUCT: 1
DIMENSIONS OF THE PACKAGE:736 cm (L), 30.988 cm (W), and 45.72 cm (H)

Product Descriptions

The Encore Series indoor/outdoor speakers from Factor 75 75 75 electronics offer pristine audio quality and
unmatched dependability. The io-52 has a small yet potent design and generates theater-quality sound. Have two
woofers in an all-weather cabinet with excellent dispersion. Wherever they are placed, the io-52 will improve the
aesthetics and offer audio quality that will satisfy even the pickiest listeners. When it comes to your next high-quality
installation, put your trust in Factor 75 75 75 electronics.

A seismic safety cable is included on a heavy-duty pivoting mounting arm. – 12AWG binding posts with a gold plating
1 Year warranty requirements – Anodized aluminum woofers, 5.25″ (133.35mm) in diameter. – 1-inch diameter
tweeter (25.4mm) neodymium silk dome – 200 watts (peak) and 100 watts (constant RMS) of power handling – 8-



ohm impedance – Dimensions: 7.51″ x 16.25″ (413.6mm) overall (191mm) includes the mounting arm, 12.8″
(326.9mm) in width and depth. 90Hz to 22 kHz frequency response (5dB) – dispersion 110 ° – average sensitivity 88
dB Aluminum is the grille material. – Powder-coated steel was used for the brackets

Features

Products with electrical plugs are made with American consumers in mind. Because outlets and voltage vary from
country to country, this device might need an adapter or converter to be used where you are traveling.

FAQ’s

How can I improve the sound quality of my outdoor speakers?

When attempting to achieve the best bass and volume capabilities, placement is a crucial factor. Your speakers
should be placed with their backs against a wall, fastened to substantial patio beams, or even up close to the ceiling
overhang. These positions naturally increase volume and bass.

How do you utilize speakers both inside and outside?

To stop dirt and moisture from getting inside your device, you should seal the external speaker casing with a sealant
that you may apply with a brush or spray. This could increase the lifespan of indoor speakers used outside.

How are outdoor speakers safeguarded?

Keep outside speakers away from water and sunshine for their protection. In inclement weather, when it is
impractical to bring them inside, cover them. Inspect mounting hardware frequently. Regularly inspect the wiring.
Always keep your speakers clean.

How can I improve the sound quality of my outdoor speakers?

When attempting to achieve the best bass and volume capabilities, placement is a crucial factor. Your speakers
should be placed with their backs against a wall, fastened to substantial patio beams, or even up close to the ceiling
overhang. These positions naturally increase volume and bass.

How do you utilize speakers both inside and outside?

To stop dirt and moisture from getting inside your device, you should seal the external speaker casing with a sealant
that you may apply with a brush or spray. This could increase the lifespan of indoor speakers used outside.

How can I prevent the drying out of my speakers?

Ensure that there is adequate ventilation.

It’s important to check that there is enough circulation around the loudspeakers since it keeps them from overheating
when they are playing. Audiophiles will tell you that keeping the loudspeakers cool while they are playing loudly also
involves having fans blowing on them.

Which height works best for outdoor speakers?

Ten feet or so high

According to audio experts, it’s preferable to put outside speakers about ten feet high and ten feet apart, slanted
slightly downward, for the best audio quality. To avoid running more speaker wire than necessary, try to be accurate
when estimating how much you’ll need.

Does covering outdoor speakers make sense?

They will need some protection because many outdoor speakers are weather-resistant rather than waterproof. Are
your eaves in close proximity to the deck or the ground? Install speakers underground to shield them from the
elements. Mount them no higher than 10 feet above the listening area, though.

Can outdoor speakers be left on in the winter?



Generally speaking, as long as they aren’t in contact with moisture, you can leave them in the cold. It would be great
if you constructed some sort of shelter for outside speakers that are permanently installed to shield them from the
elements. Your speakers won’t suffer permanent harm from the cold alone.

How is wiring for outdoor speakers protected?

Ask about the lubricant used for the tail and turn signals from Autozone or Advance. You will be alright if you apply a
small amount of lubricant to the speaker terminals and wiring. Much better than sprinkling silicone caulk everywhere.

Do outdoor speakers need power?

Most outdoor speakers are passive devices, which means they do not have built-in amplification and will need a
source of power.

Are outdoor speakers waterproof?

Outdoor speakers should be at least partially water-resistant, and if you want to leave them outside all the time, they
should be fully waterproof with an IPX7 rating. The next thing you’ll want to consider is how the speakers will be
connected. Many outdoor speakers are wired, so you’ll need a power source

What size are outdoor speakers?

A pair of 60-watt patio speakers will give you great coverage in areas less than 300 square feet.

Do outdoor speakers require electricity?

The majority of outdoor speakers are passive devices, which means they will require power because they lack built-in
amplification.

Outdoor speakers are waterproof?

If you wish to put outdoor speakers outside all the time, they should be entirely waterproof and have an IPX7
classification. Outdoor speakers should be at least moderately water-resistant. The next thing you should think about
is the connection between the speakers. You’ll need a power supply because many outdoor speakers are wired.

How big are the speakers outside?

In locations smaller than 300 square feet, a pair of 60-watt patio speakers will provide excellent coverage.
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